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Abstract: The latest advancements in computer vision and deep learning (DL)
techniques pave the way to design novel tools for the detection and monitoring
of forest fires. In this view, this paper presents an intelligent wild forest fire detec-
tion and alarming system using deep learning (IWFFDA-DL) model. The pro-
posed IWFFDA-DL technique aims to identify forest fires at earlier stages
through integrated sensors. The proposed IWFFDA-DL system includes an Inte-
grated sensor system (ISS) combining an array of sensors that acts as the major
input source that helps to forecast the fire. Then, the attention based convolution
neural network with bidirectional long short term memory (ACNN-BLSTM)
model is applied to examine and identify the existence of danger. For hyperpara-
meter tuning of the ACNN-BLSTM model, the bacterial foraging optimization
(BFO) algorithm is employed and thereby enhances the detection performance.
Finally, when the fire is detected, the Global System for Mobiles (GSM) modem
transmits messages to the authorities to take required actions. An extensive set of
simulations were performed and the results are investigated interms of several
aspects. The obtained results highlight the betterment of the IWFFDA-DL techni-
que interms of various measures.

Keywords: Forest fire; deep learning; intelligent models; metaheuristics;
integrated sensor system; hyperparameter tuning

1 Introduction

At present, forest fires (FF) are frequently causing severe threats to the environment and producing
natural disasters and real emergency situations. The response time of emergency corps dramatically
affects the losses and consequences produced by them; hence the improvement of forest fire detection
(FFD) and prevention schemes could be consider a primary objective to conserve the environment [1].
Regarding this, monitoring in real time of specific environment variables could make the FF fighting,
detection, and prevention very effective. Various kinds of environmental risk issues could be assumed
that evaluate the presence of FF theatres over diverse forest regions. Alternatively, uncommon changes of
dynamic FF threats like polluting gases, oxygen level, or meteorological variables assessed in real-time
could be analyzed which focus on carrying out a short-term prediction of FF risk [2]. At the same time,
static FF risks like topography, vegetation layer, or frequency of FF might be helpful for performing a
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long-term prediction of FF risk since vegetation impacted by climatic change over time and some topography
parameters (for example the presence of elevated slopes) might have a direct effect on the possibility of fire
existence [3]. Similarly, increasing temperature values, unusual reduction of oxygen level or humidity values
together with the concentration of some pollutant gases, namely carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, might
include a great possibility of outbreaks of nearby fires [4].

Hence, environment observing could make the response time of emergency corps very effective. Also,
Fire spread could be predicted by analyzing the value of change in wind direction, the oxygen levels on
neighboring forest regions, and meteorological variables, since this variable has a direct effect on related
fire propagation features like organic fuels and dryness of vegetation [5]. A wireless sensor network
(WSN) based Internet of Things (IoT) sensors and devices could be utilized for performing real-time
environmental monitoring of the abovementioned FF risks. The distribution and design must be tackled
which focuses on covering forest regions as possible. Relating to this, various problems should be
examined, for example, the security of wireless transmission between distributed sensors and the
authentication of sensors considering potential range outside the coverage area [6].

Current developments in remote sensing, computer vision, and machine learning (ML) techniques
provide new methodologies for monitoring and detecting FF [7], whereas the growth of new
microelectronics and materials have permitted sensor nodes to be very effective in finding active FFs.
Different from other fire detection studies which have concentrated on several sensing techniques, on
smoke/video flame technologies in InfraRed (IR)/visible range, on airborne systems, and different
environments, also offer extensive research of the most representative FFD system, focuses on those that
use digital image processing, and classification and optical remote sensing technologies [8]. Based on the
acquisition level, three major classes of broadly employed methods which could monitor/detect active
smoke/fire occurrences in real-time were discussed and recognized, viz., satellite, terrestrial and aerial.
Such techniques are generally armed with multispectral, visible, or IR sensor nodes that information is
processed using ML methodologies [9]. Those techniques are based either on powerful deep learning
(DL) networks/the extraction of hand-crafted features for earlier recognition of FFs and also for
modelling smoke/fire behaviours [10].

Jiao et al. [11] present an FFD method by using you only look once (YOLO)v3 to unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) based images. Initially, a UAV architecture is proposed with the aim of detecting FFs.
Next, based on the existing computational power of the onboard hardware, a small-scale convolutional
neural network (CNN) is implemented by using YOLOv3. Xu et al. [12], proposed a different ensemble
learning technique to identify FFs in various situations. Initially, 2 individual learners EfficientDet and
Yolov5 are incorporated for accomplishing fire detection tasks. Next, for other individual learners,
EfficientNet is accountable for learning global data to prevent false positives. Lastly, recognition
outcomes are made according to the decision of 3 learners.

Angayarkkani et al. [13] introduce a smart technology for detecting the occurrence of FFs in the forest
spatial data with artificial neural network (ANN) model. The digital images are changed from RGB to XYZ
colour space and partitioned by using anisotropic diffusion to detect the fire areas. Then, RBFNN method is
used in the development of the smart technology that can be trained by the colour space values of the
partitioned fire areas. In Zhang et al. [14], Fast region based convolutional neural network (RCNN) was
employed for detecting wildland FF to prevent the automatic feature extraction method in conventional
video smoke detecting method. Synthetic smoke image is made by injecting simulative/real smoke to
forest backgrounds for solving the absence of trained information.

Kinaneva et al. [15] develop a novel method for fire control and detection, where current techniques are
employed. Especially, proposed an architecture which employs UAV that continuously patrols over possible
fire areas. Also, The UAV utilizes the advantages of artificial intelligence (AI) method and is armed with
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on-board processing abilities. It enables us to utilize computer vision (CV) methodology for the detection and
recognition of fire/smoke, as per the video input/images from the drone cameras. Jiao et al. [16], proposed a
DL fire detecting method, focus on enhancing the detective efficiency and accuracy by utilizing the UAV.
Firstly, A largescale YOLOv3 network is designed that could guarantee recognition performance. Then,
the method is employed for UAV-FFD architecture, in which the fire images are taken using the UAV and
transferred to ground station from real time.

Pan et al. [17] design a video-based wildfire detecting system based on computational effective additive
deep neural network (DNN) that is called as AddNet. This AddNet is depending on a multiplication-free
vector operator that only accomplishes sign manipulation and addition operations. Regarding this, we
create dot product-like operations from the mf-operators and utilize them for defining convolution and
dense feed-forward passes in AddNet.

This paper presents an intelligent wild forest fire detection and alarming system using deep learning
(IWFFDA-DL) model. The proposed IWFFDA-DL technique aims to identify forest fires at earlier stages
through integrated sensors. Besides, an integrated sensor system (ISS) comprising several sensors is used
to gather the input source data. In addition, the attention based convolution neural network with
bidirectional long short term memory (ACNN-BLSTM) is used for the detection of forest fire. To perform
hyperparameter tuning of the ACNN-BLSTM model, the bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm
is employed and thereby enhances the detection performance. At last, when the fire is detected, the GSM
modem transmits messages to the authorities to take required actions. A wide range of experimental
analyses is carried out and the outcomes are inspected under several measures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers the proposed model, Section 3 provides the
experimental validation, and Section 4 draws the conclusion.

2 The Proposed Model

The presented method aims at 2 major features: (1) earlier detection of FF and (2) informing the relevant
authority to rescue. First, the detection units include flame, smoke, and heat detector; further, a camera is
connected to confirm the actual fire images. Next, based on the amount of fire the controller would
implement several concurrent operations; since it will be switching on the water sprinkler, sound a fire
alarm to report it immediately, inform the emergency service units, turn off the electrical power supply
and the owner by transmitting a data includes the address of the property. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall
working process of proposed IWFFDA-DL method.

2.1 Integrated Sensor System

It is an integration of multiple detectors utilized in this method. This detector is the major source of input
data which assists to forecast the fire. A digital camera is connected for consolidating the signal gathered
from the detector. By integrating these 2 methods, the whole intelligent fire recognition method is
determined for providing very precise detection.

2.2 Micro-Controller

It integrates each module in single unit for example the GSM, integrated sensor system (ISS), and image
processing modules. In the presented model, socket programming via Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) shield help
the wireless transmission. For example, there are many ISSs in a room. All the ISSs are allocated with a
different number and it has location data. It employs this location data to define the precise fire location.
To initiate the multi-data fusion method, micro-controller allocates a threshold. It analyses the sensory
information to define the optimum perception method to identify possible fires. Based on the consequence
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of processed outcome, the scheme prioritizes the results and forward them to the emergency service through
image processing method.

2.3 Fire Detection Using ACNN-BLSTM Model

For the effective detection of FF, the ACNN-BLSTM model is applied to it. For extracting features
effectually and enhancing forecast accuracy, it can be integrated CNN, BLSTM network, and lightweight
Effective Channel Attention (ECA) component as to a unified structure and present a novel time series
forecast network method called ACNN-BLSTM. In presented technique is automatically learning as well
as extracting local feature and long memory features from the time series by producing complete utilize
of data for minimizing the difficulty of models. In addition, the attention process has been more
established for extracting further essential features. Fig. 2 depicts the framework of BLSTM technique.

Lastly, the dense method containing many fully connected (FC) layers was utilized for performing the
forecast tasks. During this case, CNN was employed for extracting data features effectually. Related to
the typical neural network (NN) framework, CNN has local connection amongst neurons that decreases
the amount of parameters amongst the connection layer. Specifically, it comprises a part of connection
amongst n� 1 layer as well as n layer from CNN. For building a further accurate forecast method, the
BLSTM network was utilized that applies as forward and backward LSTM network to all trained
sequences. The 2 LSTM networks are linked to similar output layer for providing whole context data for
all sequence points.

Channel Attention (CA) process is a huge potential for enhancing the efficiency of deep convolutional
neural network (DCNN). But, one of the presented approaches is committed to designing further difficult
attention components for achieving optimum efficiency that inevitably improves the difficulty and

Figure 1: Overall process of proposed IWFFDA-DL method
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computational burden of method. For avoiding over-fit of method and decrease the calculation, a lightweight
and minimum difficulty component named ECAwas established. The ECA could not only create the weights
to all channels, along learn the correlation amongst the distinct channels. To the time series data, the superior
weight has been allocated to the key feature and lesser weight to the irrelevant feature [18]. So, ECA efforts
on the suitable data that enhances the sensitivity of network to essential features. The ECA has primary for
implementing channel Global Average Pooling (GAP). Afterward, ECA utilizes all the channels and their k
nearby channel for capturing the local cross channel connections. The ECA makes channel weight with
carrying out fast 1D convolutional as:

x ¼ r C1Dk yð Þð Þ; (1)

where C1D refers to the 1D convolutional and k signifies the kernel size of 1D convolutional. For avoiding
manual altering k, ECA utilizes channel dimensional adaptably mapping way for determining the value of k.
As the kernel size k of 1D convolutional has directly proportional to the channel dimensional C, the
equivalent connection was determined as:

C ¼ f kð Þ ¼ 2 c � k�bð Þ: (2)

So, to provide the channel dimensional C, the kernel size k is adjustably defined as:

k ¼ w Cð Þ ¼ log2 Cð Þ
c

þ b

c

����
����
odd

; (3)

where j jodd implies the adjacent odd number. The parameters of c and b are fixed to [2, 1] correspondingly.
Noticeably, the high dimension channel is longer range of interface with non-linear mapping but the
minimum dimension channel is shorter range of interface.

2.4 Hyperparameter Tuning

In order to optimally choose the hyperparameter involved in the ACNN-BLSTM model, the BFO
algorithm is utilized. BFO is novel, nature simulated optimization method developed by Kevin Passino in
2002 [19]. The group foraging behavior of bacteria’s like E. coli and M. xanthus stimulated the growth of
BFO. BFO has become an influential and effective optimization method which offers higher convergence
speed as well as accuracy employed in the amount of real time applications. BFO method is stimulated

Figure 2: Structure of BLSTM model
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by chemotaxis performance of virtual bacteria which move toward (under the direction oD or away (not from
the direction of) from the certain signal takes smaller step when seeking nutrient in the issue search space is
other major concepts for BFO. The presented methodology was trained using the 4 fundamental stages of
BFO are shown in the following:

Chemotaxis

It is the procedure of E. coli movement which search for nutrient rich position through flagella
(locomotory organelles). Once it searches in opposed direction from the previous steps then this
procedure is called tumbling and once it searches is in a similar direction to the previous steps then this
procedure is called swimming [20]. The movement of chemotactic of the bacterium can be determined as
follows

’i xþ 1; y; zð Þ ¼ ’i x; y; zð Þ þ C sð Þ 4 sð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi4T sð Þ � 4 sð Þp (4)

whereas y ¼ reproductive, ’s x; y; zð Þ ¼ s bacterium at xth chemotactic, C sð Þ ¼ size of the unit step takes as
an arbitrary direction, 4 sð Þ ¼ represent a vector in a random direction within [−1, 1]; z ¼ elimination
dispersal step.

Swarming

Bacteria’s namely S. typhimurium and E. coli, once inspired by a higher level of succinate, illustrates a
stimulating group behavior by discharging an attractant aspartate. This aspartate assists the nutrient gradient
which has a certain design from moving of swarm with higher velocity. With this repellent and attractant, the
cell to cell interaction to swarm is as follows

Jcc f s; x; y; zð Þð Þ ¼
XS
S¼1

Jcc ’; ’s x; y; zð Þð Þ

¼
XS
S¼1

�battractant exp �cattractant
Xp
m¼1

ð’m � ’s
mÞ2

 !" #

þ
XS
S¼1

drepellant exp �Crepellant
Xp
m¼1

ð’m � ’s
mÞ2

 !" #
(5)

In which S denotes the overall amount of bacteria population, Jcc ’ s; x; y; zð Þð Þ represent an objective
function, p indicates amount of parameters to be enhanced, battractant; cattractant; drepellant; and crepellant denotes
estimate of quantity and diffusion rate of the attractant signals and repellent effect magnitude,
’ ¼ ½’1; ’2; . . . ; ’p�T indicates the point in the p dimension searching space.

2.5 Networking Unit

Primarily, all the frames undergoes YOLO v3 based object detection process for identifying and the
presented method could transfer data to user via GSM modem. It can be kind of wireless device
developed to the transmission of a computer using the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and GSM
systems. It needs a subscriber identity module (SIM) card for activating transmission and International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number for ID. The WSN collects the room condition data and
transmits data to the data storage for analyzing the cause of fire. Afterward receiving the signals from
microcontroller, the GSM modem forwards short messaging service (SMS) to authority and so it could be
notified and take appropriate action. The SMS sending procedure varies according to the amount of the fire.
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3 Experimental Validation

This section elaborates on the FF prediction performance of the IWFFDA-DL technique. The results are
examined using a dataset, which comprises three classes of fire status namely normal, potential, and extreme.
Under the normal fire status, the value of heat (C) is less than 55°C, flame less than 180 μm, and smoke less
than 50 dB/m. Besides, under the potential fire status, the value of heat (C) is between 55°C–65°C, flame
between 180–190 μm, and smoke between 50–150 dB/m. In addition, under the extreme fire status, the
value of heat (C) is greater than 65°C, flame greater than 190 μm, and smoke greater than 150 dB/m.

Fig. 3 offers a set of ten confusion matrices generated by the IWFFDA-DL technique under ten runs. The
results show that the IWFFDA-DL technique has gained improved outcomes under all runs. For instance,
under run-1, the IWFFDA-DL technique has identified 15 instances into Normal, 91 instances into
Potential, and 189 instances into Extreme. Besides, under run-4, the IWFFDA-DL manner has identified
17 instances into Normal, 92 instances into Potential, and 188 instances into Extreme. Moreover, under
run-6, the IWFFDA-DL technique has identified 15 instances into Normal, 87 instances into Potential,
and 189 instances into Extreme. Eventually, under run-8, the IWFFDA-DL algorithm has identified
18 instances into Normal, 92 instances into Potential, and 186 instances into Extreme. Meanwhile, under
run-10, the IWFFDA-DL system has identified 18 instances into Normal, 91 instances into Potential, and
189 instances into Extreme.

An overall classification results analysis of the IWFFDA-DL technique under ten runs is given in Tab. 1.
The results are examined under different performance measures and the results notified that the IWFFDA-DL
technique has accomplished improved performance on the classification of distinct class labels.

An overall forest fire prediction performance analysis of the IWFFDA-DL technique take place in
Tab. 2. The results show that the IWFFDA-DL technique has accomplished superior outcomes under all
runs. For instance, with run-1, the IWFFDA-DL technique has gained precn, recal, accuy, Fscore; and
ROC of 0.9651, 0.9391, 0.9889, 0.9510, and 0.9856 respectively. In line with, with run-4, the IWFFDA-
DL system has obtained precn, recal, accuy, Fscore; and ROC of 0.9895, 0.9780, 0.9933, 0.9834, and
0.9947 correspondingly. Along with that, with run-6, the IWFFDA-DL algorithm has gained precn, recal,
accuy, Fscore; and ROC of 0.9409, 0.9246, 0.9800, 0.9325, and 0.9902 correspondingly. Simultaneously,
with run-8, the IWFFDA-DL manner has reached precn, recal, accuy, Fscore; and ROC of 0.9719,
0.9930, 0.9911, 0.9821, and 0.9899 correspondingly.

A clear receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis of the IWFFDA-DL technique takes place
on test dataset in Fig. 4. The results reported that the IWFFDA-DL technique has the ability to accomplish
enhanced performance with the increased ROC of 99.9571.

Fig. 5 offers the accuracy analysis of the IWFFDA-DL technique under distinct number of epochs. The
figure revealed that the IWFFDA-DL technique has gained increased training and validation accuracies with
increased epochs.

In order to showcase the outstanding performance of the IWFFDA-DL technique IWFFDA-DL
technique, a brief comparative analysis is made in Tab. 3 [21].

The comparative precn analysis of the IWFFDA-DL technique takes place with other methods in Fig. 7.
The results indicated that the BayesNet, radial basis function (RBF)-Network, J48, and DT models have
obtained lower precn values of 97%, 97%, 97%, and 97% respectively. Followed by, the JRip technique
has tried to offer moderately considerable precn of 97.63%. However, the presented IWFFDA-DL
technique has surpassed all other models with the maximum precn of 97.88%.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix of IWFFDA-DL technique with various runs

Table 1: Classification results analysis of IWFFDA-DL technique under three different

No. of runs Classes Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score ROC

Run-1 Normal 0.9375 0.8333 0.9867 0.8824 0.9916

Potential 0.9579 0.9891 0.9833 0.9733 0.9819

Extreme 1.0000 0.9947 0.9967 0.9974 0.9834
(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

No. of runs Classes Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score ROC

Run-2 Normal 1.0000 0.8333 0.9900 0.9091 0.9963

Potential 0.9388 1.0000 0.9800 0.9684 0.9974

Extreme 1.0000 0.9842 0.9900 0.9920 0.9912

Run-3 Normal 0.8500 0.9444 0.9867 0.8947 0.9837

Potential 0.9674 0.9674 0.9800 0.9674 0.9881

Extreme 1.0000 0.9895 0.9933 0.9947 0.9962

Run-4 Normal 1.0000 0.9444 0.9967 0.9714 0.9944

Potential 0.9684 1.0000 0.9900 0.9840 0.9971

Extreme 1.0000 0.9895 0.9933 0.9947 0.9926

Run-5 Normal 0.9444 0.9444 0.9933 0.9444 0.9864

Potential 0.9890 0.9783 0.9900 0.9836 0.9961

Extreme 0.9895 0.9947 0.9900 0.9921 0.984

Run-6 Normal 0.8824 0.8333 0.9833 0.8571 0.9959

Potential 0.9560 0.9457 0.9700 0.9508 0.9874

Extreme 0.9844 0.9947 0.9867 0.9895 0.9874

Run-7 Normal 0.8333 0.8333 0.9800 0.8333 0.9824

Potential 0.9667 0.9457 0.9733 0.9560 0.9862

Extreme 0.9896 1.0000 0.9933 0.9948 0.9947

Run-8 Normal 0.9474 1.0000 0.9967 0.9730 0.9931

Potential 0.9684 1.0000 0.9900 0.9840 0.9932

Extreme 1.0000 0.9789 0.9867 0.9894 0.9833

Run-9 Normal 0.9412 0.8889 0.9900 0.9143 0.9836

Potential 0.9785 0.9891 0.9900 0.9838 0.9835

Extreme 0.9947 0.9947 0.9933 0.9947 0.9864

Run-10 Normal 0.9474 1.0000 0.9967 0.9730 0.9995

Potential 0.9891 0.9891 0.9933 0.9891 0.9996

Extreme 1.0000 0.9947 0.9967 0.9974 0.9996

Table 2: Overall classification results analysis of IWFFDA-DL technique

No. of runs Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score ROC

Run-1 0.9651 0.9391 0.9889 0.9510 0.9856

Run-2 0.9796 0.9392 0.9867 0.9565 0.9950

Run-3 0.9391 0.9671 0.9867 0.9523 0.9893

Run-4 0.9895 0.9780 0.9933 0.9834 0.9947

Run-5 0.9743 0.9725 0.9911 0.9734 0.9888
(Continued)
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The comparative recll analysis of the IWFFDA-DL manner takes place with other approaches in Fig. 8.
The outcomes referred that the BayesNet, RBF-Network, J48, and DT approaches have gained minimal recll
values of 97%, 97%, 97%, and 97% correspondingly. Afterward, the JRip methodology has tried to offer
moderately considerable recll of 98%. But, the presented IWFFDA-DL method has surpassed all other
manners with the higher recll of 99.46%.

The brief accy analysis of the IWFFDA-DL method takes place with other approaches in Fig. 9. The
results demonstrated that the BayesNet, RBF-Network, J48, and DT manners have gained lesser accy
values of 96.67%, 97.33%, 97.33%, and 96.67% correspondingly. Followed by, the JRip technique has
tried to offer moderately considerable accy of 97.67%. At last, the protected IWFFDA-DL methodology
has surpassed all other systems with the superior accy of 99.56%.

Figure 4: ROC analysis of IWFFDA-DL technique

Table 2 (continued)

No. of runs Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score ROC

Run-6 0.9409 0.9246 0.9800 0.9325 0.9902

Run-7 0.9299 0.9263 0.9822 0.9280 0.9878

Run-8 0.9719 0.9930 0.9911 0.9821 0.9899

Run-9 0.9715 0.9576 0.9911 0.9643 0.9845

Run-10 0.9788 0.9946 0.9956 0.9865 0.9995
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Fig. 6 provides the loss analysis of the IWFFDA-DL technique under distinct number of epochs. The
figure revealed that the IWFFDA-DL technique has gained reduced training and validation accuracies
with increased epochs.

From these results analysis, it can be concluded that the IWFFDA-DL technique has the capability of
proficiently detecting and alerting the forest fire.

Figure 5: Accuracy graph analysis of IWFFDA-DL approach

Table 3: Comparative analysis of IWFFDA-DL technique with existing approaches

Methods Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score MAE

BayesNet 97.00 97.00 96.67 97.00 7.00

JRip 97.63 98.00 97.67 98.00 2.00

RBF-Network 97.00 97.00 97.33 97.00 3.00

J48 97.00 97.00 97.33 97.00 2.00

Decision Tree 97.00 97.00 96.67 97.00 8.00

IWFFDA-DL 97.88 99.46 99.56 98.65 1.36
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Figure 6: Loss graph analysis of IWFFDA-DL technique

Figure 7: Precision analysis of IWFFDA-DL manner with existing techniques
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4 Conclusion

In this study, a new IWFFDA-DL technique has been proposed to identify forest fires at earlier stages
through integrated sensors. The proposed IWFFDA-DL technique involves the ISS comprising several
sensors that are used to gather the input source data. In addition, the ACNN-BLSTM model is used for
the detection of forest fires. At last, when the fire is detected, the GSM modem transmits messages to the
authorities to take required actions. A wide range of experimental analyses is carried out and the
outcomes are inspected under several measures. In order to optimally choose the hyperparameter involved
in the ACNN-BLSTM model, the BFO algorithm is utilized. The obtained results highlight the betterment
of the IWFFDA-DL technique interms of various measures. As a part of future scope, DL based image
processing techniques can be employed to classify the images into fire and not fire.
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Figure 8: Recall analysis of IWFFDA-DL manner with existing techniques

Figure 9: Accuracy analysis of IWFFDA-DL manner with existing techniques
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